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On the evolution of maximum turbulent kinetic energy production
in a channel flow
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The Reynolds number effects on turbulent kinetic energy production and mean transport terms in
near-wall turbulent channel flow are investigated analytically and with the help of direct numerical
simulations ~DNS!. Using the momentum equation for turbulent channel flow, an analytical
expression for the envelope of turbulent kinetic energy production curves is derived. It is shown that
this envelope coincides with the wall-normal position at which the turbulent and viscous shear stress
are equal. The DNS results carried out corroborate this finding and assess other quantitative details,
namely the evolution of the peak of kinetic energy production and of its wall-normal position in
terms of the Reynolds number. Empirical relations for the envelopes of the mean momentum
transport terms and for their extrema position are also derived. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1511731#
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During the two last decades, direct numerical simu
tions have provided databases that enable detailed studi
statistical properties in turbulent wall-bounded flows. In p
ticular, the influence of the Reynolds number on statisti
turbulence quantities has been examined for channel
boundary layer flows using these databases.1–3 The main
conclusion is that turbulence statistics do not scale with
wall variablesn andut , wheren is the kinematic viscosity
and ut the friction velocity which is defined asut

5(tw /r)1/2, with r the density of the fluid andtw the mean
shear stress at the wall.

The aim of the present study is to investigate the R
nolds number dependence of the production of mean tu
lent kinetic energyk5 1

2(u
21v21w2) in a channel flow

@whereu, v, w denote the velocity fluctuations in the stream
wise ~x!, wall-normal~y! and spanwise~z! directions, respec-
tively#. The understanding of such dependencies is impor
because it can give more insight on the mechanisms w
govern the turbulent production.

Despite the impressive available direct numerical sim
lation ~DNS! databases, new channel flow simulations ha
been conducted in order to obtain more Reynolds num
cases covering a wider range. The numerical simulations
based on a pseudo-spectral code using Chebychev-tau
mulation in the wall-normal direction and Fourier expansi
in the streamwise and spanwise directions where perio
boundary conditions are applied.4 The parameters of the
simulations are given in Table I. The computational dom
has a size ofLx

132h3Lz
1 ~the superscript1 denotes nor-

malization byut andn!. The first mesh point away from th
L651070-6631/2002/14(10)/65/4/$19.00
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wall is at Dymin
1 ,0.05, while the grid-size in the streamwis

direction is Dx1,10 and in the spanwise directionDz1

,4.
For turbulent channel flow the mean momentum eq

tion is exactly

2uv11S1512 ~y1/R1!, ~1!

whereS15dŪ1/dy1 andR15uth/n, h being the channe
half-width andŪ1 the mean streamwise velocity. The se
ond term of the right-hand side of~1! originates from the
streamwise driving pressure gradient

]P1/]x152 1/R1 .

The production rate of turbulent kinetic energyP1

52uv1S1 can be written as

P15S121S1~22S1112 ~y1/R1!!. ~2!

It follows from Eqs.~1! and ~2! that, at the position where
the turbulent shear stress2uv1 is equal to the viscous stres
S1, the production rate is given by

PE
15SE

125 1
4 ~12 ~yE

1/R1!!2, ~3!

and depends, for a given Reynolds number, only on its n
mal positionyE

1 and reaches an upper limitP15 1
4 at large

Reynolds numbers.
It should be noted that Eq.~3! represents the equation o

the envelope of the curves ofP1 for different values ofR1.
Using Eq.~2! and expressingS1 and P1 as function of the
independent parametersR1 and ỹ5y1/R1, the envelope
equation, given by
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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dP1/dR1 5 ~dS1/dR1! ~22S1112 ỹ!50,

leads toS15 1
2(12 ỹ) and finally to Eq.~3!. This result is of

great importance as it shows that the Reynolds number e
on the rate of turbulence production, nondimensionalized
wall variables, can be inferred from the evolution ofyE

1 .
Sahay and Sreenivasan5 looked at the evolution ofyE

1 in
the form yE

15yE`

1 1 f E(R1) where yE`

1 5 limR1→`yE
1 and

f E(R1) are both unknown. Using experimental data for va
ous channel and pipe flows, they deduced an average v
of yE`

1 511 and found a nonmonotic evolution forf E(R1).

This behavior is inconsistent with the monotonic increase
production with increasing Reynolds number.2,3 To clarify
this behavior, we calculatef E for yE`

1 511 from the presen

DNS results and the datasets listed in Table II. The res
are plotted in Fig. 1 where are also reported the data use
Sahay and Sreenivasan.5 The DNS data for channel flow
show a monotonic decrease forf E with increasing Reynolds
number. A power law fitting of these data gives

yE
1'1113454R1 23/2. ~4!

Let us now consider the position of maximum produ
tion in channel flow. Upon differentiatingP1 with respect to
y1, the positionyP

1 of the peak production occurs when

2uv1

S1 5

duv1

dy1

dS1

dy1

511
1

R1
dS1

dy1

~5!

and for the maximum value

TABLE I. Simulation parameters of the present DNS.

Re
a R1 Lx

1 Lz
1 Dx1 Dymin

1 Dymax
1 Dz1

1263 72 909 454 7.1 0.022 1.8 3.6
1566 90 846 376 6.6 0.027 2.2 2.9
2125 120 1130 502 7.8 0.029 2.6 3.5
2890 160 1505 669 7.8 0.021 2.6 3.5
3295 180 1697 754 8.8 0.024 2.9 3.9
4432 235 2216 985 8.7 0.018 2.9 3.8

12606 589 2774 1387 7.2 0.044 7.2 3.

aReynolds number based on centerline velocity andh.

TABLE II. Parameters of the turbulent channel DNS datasets used for c
parison.

Re R1

Moseret al. ~Ref. 6! 3260 178
7900 392

12485 587
Kawamuraet al. ~Refs. 7, 8! 3330 180

8090 395
13980 640

Iwamotoet al. ~Ref. 9! 1917 109
2689 150
5788 298
7988 396

13843 643
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PP
15SP

12S 11
1

dS1

dỹ U
ỹP

D . ~6!

In the limit R1→` the two positions,yE
1 andyP

1 , coincide
at the location whereP15 1

4 and2uv15S15 1
2.

In the case of finite Reynolds number, because the
cous stress decreases monotonically withy1(dS1/dỹ,0)
and the peak position occurs for2uv1,S1, 1

2, the varia-
tion with Reynolds number of the normalized producti
peak is mainly related to the variation of the turbulent stre
This also implies that the peak positionyP

1 is such thatyP
1

,yE
1 as shown in Fig. 2, where are plotted the evolutions

P1, uv12 andS12 with y1 for R1572.
Equation~6! can be rewritten as

PP
15SP

12~11g~ ỹP!!, ~7!

whereg is a negative function defined by

g~ ỹP!5221 @~12 ỹP!/SP
1# 5

1

dS1/dỹu ỹP

. ~8!

FIG. 1. Variation off E(R1)/R1 with 1/R1 for yE`

1 511. Channel flow:j,
present study;l, Moseret al.; m, Kawamuraet al.; ., Iwamotoet al. ~1!
Data used by Sahay and Sreenivasan;¯ , their fitting curve.

FIG. 2. Shear stresses and turbulent kinetic energy production from pre
DNS at R1572. -n---, (S1)2; -s•-, (uv1)2; -h-, P1; ¯ , PE

1

@Eq. ~3!#; ; PP
1 @Eq. ~9!#.

-
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The values of this function, extracted from numerical sim
lations of channel flow, are plotted in Fig. 3 againstỹP . This
figure shows thatg decreases linearly withỹP according to
the fitting law g( ỹP)'21.7ỹP . Using this expression in
Eqs.~8! and~7! we can deduce an evolution for the peak
productionPP

1 as a function of its positionỹP

PP
15~~12 ỹP!/~221.7ỹP!!2~121.7ỹP!. ~9!

This relation is plotted in Fig. 4 with the envelope@Eq. ~3!#
and the production curves for different Reynolds numbe
This figure highlights the Reynolds number dependence
the turbulence production in agreement with the equation
the envelope@Eq. ~3!# and the equation of the maximum@Eq.
~9!#.

It is also interesting to note from Eq.~8! that the function
1/g( ỹ) corresponds to the envelope of the mean visc
transport termR1dS1/dy1 ~normalized by the pressure gra
dient!. Since the sum of the so normalized mean turbul
and viscous transport terms is equal to21, the envelope of
the mean turbulent transport term is2(111/g( ỹ)). The
curves displayed in Fig. 5 show a good agreement betw
the above envelope expressions and the distributions ac
the channel of the transport terms for different Reyno

FIG. 3. Variation ofg with ỹP in channel flow; , g521.7ỹP . The
symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.

FIG. 4. Turbulent kinetic energy production in channel flow. Present stu
---, R1572; —•—, 90; -•-, 120; -- --, 180; - --- -, 235; - ---- -, 590. Experi
mental data:~1!, LDV measurements of Gu¨nter et al. ~Ref. 10! at R1

5297. ~--3--! Comte-Bellot~Ref. 11!, R154800.¯ , PE
1 @Eq. ~3!#, ,

PP
1 @Eq. ~9!#. @The data from Comte-Bellot were obtained by differentiati

the mean velocity profile and using Eq.~2!.#
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numbers. Thus, we can conclude that the peak of produc
coincides with the point of the envelope of the transp
terms.

Sahay and Sreenivasan5 argued that the limiting behav
ior of yP

1 in conjunction with Eq.~5! implies that, for large
Reynolds numbers, the position of the peak of turbulen
production must coincide with the location of the extrema
the mean momentum transport terms. However, this is inc
sistent with the foregoing result and with the increase wi
out limits with Reynolds number of the normalized transp
terms observed in Fig. 5. Indeed, this behavior implies t
the position of the extrema of the transport terms rema
always below the point of the envelope. Note that, beca
of the constancy of the sum of the turbulent and visco
transport terms, their extrema occur at the same positionyT

1 .
This is obvious from Fig. 6 where are plotted, against

Reynolds number, the evolutions ofyP
1 andyT

1 . This figure
shows thatyT

1,yP
1 and brings out the asymptotic behavi

for R1→`, with limiting values yP`

1 511 andyT`

1 57.35.

Hence, we can clearly conclude from the above results
their statement is erroneous.

As for yE
1 , we derived the following empirical expres

sions foryP
1 andyT

1 :

:

FIG. 5. Profiles of the mean transport terms in turbulent channel flow.
velope curves:̄ , 1/g( ỹ); , 2(111/g( ỹ)). Other symbols are the
same as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 6. Wall-normal position of the peaks of production and mean trans
terms vs Reynolds numberR1. ~1!, yE

1 ; filled symbols,yP
1 ; open symbols,

yT
1 . Symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.
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yP
15111638R1 21.25, ~10!

yT
157.351514R1 21.25. ~11!

From Eqs.~9! and~10!, we obtain a relation betweenPP
1 and

R1

PP
15~1218.7~1/R1158/R12.25!!

3F 1211~1/R1158/R12.25!

2218.7* ~1/R1158/R12.25!G
2

, ~12!

allowing a good estimation of the peak of turbulence prod
tion in turbulent channel flow as shown in Fig. 7.

In conclusion, we have shown, with analytical consid
ations combined with DNS results, that the Reynolds num
effects on the turbulence production rate in the near-w
region of channel flow are caused by the streamwise pres
gradient which enters into the mean momentum equat
Moreover, we have quantified the Reynolds number dep
dence of the position and intensity of the peak of turbule
production. The relations we derived can be used as a us
constraint for turbulence models.

FIG. 7. Reynolds number evolution of peak production intensity in chan
flow. The symbols are the same as in Fig. 1.
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